
Probably many of you know that family is considered a domestic Church. A home is a place where family 

prays together. What I propose here is a little bit more than prayer. I propose to do a family liturgy. Of 

course, Liturgy is a communal action so it will be helpful if you can do it together with somebody else. It 

is human action in response to the action of God. Liturgy obviously includes prayer, but includes much 

more. - This can include lighting candles, Proclaiming the word of God (it would take too much time now 

to clarify the difference between reading the Word of God and proclaiming it), responding to the word 

of God – in silence and/or vocal reflection (if nobody can say a reflection on the word of God, some 

refection can be read). It seems I do not know how to explain it in a short way. I will simply offer links to 

several options on how to celebrate these holy days at home. Certainly, we invite you if you can to 

follow the streaming of our liturgies or liturgies on EWTN - but this is passive following. I suggest using 

the following links to create your more personal more active response to God.   

 

Holy Thursday 

First link is good example of the home liturgy. Although I ache to change some parts it would be to 

difficult now. But this brings a good point - there is nothing saying that you cannot change some parts 

and do it in the way which better fits your home. It is home liturgy – you are in charge. 

How to celebrate Holy Thursday at home 

Catholic Activity: Holy Thursday Activities in the Home 

Holy Thursday: Prayer Vigil with Christ in the Garden 

Holy Friday 

CELEBRATION OF THE WORD for Good Friday 

The Way of the Cross 

THE SEVEN LAST WORDS OF CHRIST 

Bonus section 

MagnifiKid 

https://aleteia.org/2020/04/07/heres-how-to-celebrate-holy-thursday-at-home/
https://www.catholicculture.org/culture/liturgicalyear/activities/view.cfm?id=513
https://us.magnificat.net/skin/frontend/default/theme278k/images/site/semainesainte/2-Celebration_HolyThursday_Vigil_April20.pdf
https://us.magnificat.net/skin/frontend/default/theme278k/images/site/semainesainte/3-Celebration_Good%20Friday_April20.pdf
https://us.magnificat.net/skin/frontend/default/theme278k/images/site/semainesainte/4-Celebration_Way_of_The_Cross_April20.pdf
https://us.magnificat.net/skin/frontend/default/theme278k/images/site/semainesainte/5-Celebration_SevenLast_April20.pdf
https://us.magnificat.net/flipbook/KID/sample/20/

